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LAKE HURON



Where the light blends

Sky and straits

Cable arteries

Wire nerves

Steel resolve.

Travelers

Blending the bridge

Flying sky

Diving straits

Mortal arteries

Sizzled nerves

Lightning  resolve.
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Alpena Amberley Ridge:  Time Travel Deer 
Hunting

Numbers leapt through his mind like caribou,

The numbers twirled through time like the lake 
waves,

Dim future figures calculated 9,000 years old, 
The ridge jutting 50 to 153 feet below the waves
Today ran the caribou herds and he and his tribe 
Followed them across the limestone ridge
A narrow path across the water lapping on each side.
He chose one for the sunset supper
Anya would cook over the fire
For them  and the boy.
Gripping his spear like he had her hand
As her father led her to him,
He threw it, tumbling the caribou.
Kneeling over it, stone cutting meat.
Turning to return to Anya
The waters rolled through time
Dim future figures came into focus
Mammoth buildings, people as plentiful as caribou 
Agonized wondering as the waters closed over him 
What of Anya and the boy?



LAKE ONTARIO



Etobicoke Creek Flowing into Lake Ontario at 

Marie Curtis Park



Portrait Dream

I, Rowley Walter Murphy, 

Artist of Great Lakes life,

Dream portrait.

Picture an August 1910  night 

The mouth of Etobicoke Creek

After dinner we sat on the deck of the yacht,

My companions and I, 

Our conversation touching the stars.

We went to bed early,

Fell asleep in our bunks

To lullaby waves.

A distress signal

Four blasts of a steamer’s whistle.

It had to be dream.

Four blasts again.



Head out of companionway I saw her.

About half a mile offshore, the moonlit steamer 

Advancing half speed, 

White topsides and deckhouses, gray below her main deck.

Starboard and deck lights oil lamp quality.

Lights shining through cabin windows, people silhouettes.

Mast with fitted topmast, braided up mainsail.

Smokestack all black, four white lifeboats.

Chime whistle continued to sound for ten minutes.

Collecting dinghy from the harbor, crew,

Men aboard three yacht boats,

Rowing out to help distressed steamer.

Whistle blowing location, 

No steamer

Moonlight glaring on waves

Settling over curving ripples circular pattern 

The gulls flying in sleepy circles.

I still draw and dream.



Sunset, Lake Ontario
Rooted to the rock

Yet a dolphin somersaulting in the waves,

Cold stone reality seeping into bones

Yet exploring sunlit clouds of hope.

Rooted to the rock

Listening to the voices of waves.

telegraphing the shore.

Listening to a voice

Often unheard.

Rooted to the rock

Listening.



• Lake Michigan

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Lake 

Michigan

http://www.thinkinghumanity.com/2019/04/mesmerizing-pictures-of-frozen-lake-michigan-shattered-into-millions-of-ice-pieces.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Christmas Tree 

Ship, Rouse 

Simmons



Captain Herman Schunemann (center) and two crew members.



Christmas Tree Ship

Second guessers say the greedy, neglectful Captain 

overloaded his ship,

Greedy because the captain and his crew stuffed over 

1,000 Christmas trees 

into the Rouse Simmons for this late November 1912 

voyage.

Neglectful because some say  the Captain did not 

tend his ship.

I, Captain Herman Schuenemann, bought trees for 

the children and their families,



I, Captain Herman Schuenemann gave away Christmas 

trees,

Took splinters out of the paw of the ship’s cat.

Scrubbed the wooden deck with the deck hands.

The worn out and weak deck plank fastenings I planned to 

repair

With the profits from this trip.

This last trip from Thompson, Michigan to Chicago.

Winds and waves enjoyed romping room,

From one end of that cumber shaped Lake Michigan to the 

other,

And romp they repeated, around, and through the Rouse 

Simmons.

I decided  to anchor and ride out the wind,



We piled the anchor, chain, windlass and tools on deck at the bow.

My decision did not work. We rode the waves to the bottom.

Many Christmas trees rode the waves to the shore,

People took them, fresh and eager for Christmas.

A fisherman 12 years later netted my oilskin wallet.

A Milwaukee scuba diver nearly 60 years later, found my ship.

Chicago’s Christmas Ship, a group of local mariners, since 2000,

The Coast Guard, since 1790   

collect over 1,000 Christmas trees every year

Bring them to the USCG icebreaker Mackinaw.

Distribute the trees to needy families.

I overseeing them,

Balance the numbers.





Mighty Mac



Mighty Mac

Stretching always for the top,

Detours the grace of the journey

The pleasures of patterns

Of wind and waves.

A forgotten foundation,

Weakens the steel spans,

Corrodes the cables

Shortens the journey.

Middle and bottom travelers

Sight see wider sky

On an extended voyage.



Indiana Dunes State Park



Dancing Partners

Sand two stepping water, 

water waltzing skies

Possible and probable.

In nature and human whys. 

Sand footprints

Stomping,

Sliding, 

Romping

Gliding

Different dances, but survival ways

What would happen

With graceful ballets?



Lake Erie



Lake Erie, 

Kingsville, 

Ontario

Kingston Ontario Gull Gram

Not little birds but two large gulls told me

The St. Lawrence River flows out to sea,

Why can’t we?

Of course, I don’t mean float literally,

But seeing future possibility.

Why can’t we?

These prophet gulls shake their heads and 

wonder,

If we’ll ever hear beyond the thunder,

Of money, power, desert island one,

They think not so they thank our lucky sun,

For being just one star in a system,

They can find a home if we don’t listen.



Ashtabula River



Ashtabula River Anthem

We think we are free

As a kayaker

Padding to choices.

But rivers like the Ashtabula,

Frames like the coal loader,

Buildings poking the sky,

Shape our paths

With the cities and people

We inhabit.

We find free horizons

Padding down rivers of choice,

While seeking the open lake waters

Of possibilities.



Conneaut , Ohio Harbor West Break water light.



Constant Conneaut Harbor

We live a constant Conneaut Harbor

Constantly fingernail hanging from 

The break walls of our lives

Dangling over crashing waves

Homemade by others and ourselves. 

We constantly crave the lighthouse,

Inward and outwardly basking in its comforting 

glow,



Yet ignoring it in the fierce lake storms.

Like sea gulls, we fly between our natures,

Devouring the smaller idea, person, path,

Making raucous rationalizations,

In one wing beat, predatory,

The next  peaceful.

While our souls

Soar circles in the sky.



Niagara Falls



Niagara Power Water 

Water seeking other levels

Flicking the drops from original places and times

Traveling companions Superior, Huron, Erie

Gathering hitchhikers along the route.

See St. Clair and Detroit thumbing!

Mingled waters, peoples, purposes,

All cascading, crashing together

Into to new powers that be

Generating new generations.



Lake Superior
Duluth Lighthouse





Superior Top Rock

Does the rock inherit superiority

From its namesake lake?

Does it attract the actions of winds and waves

To equip it for its beach fate?

Perhaps it lies passively staring up into the sun

While relentless waves roll it to new challenges.

Fierce Lake Superior winds 

Drive it to the compromise of neutral sand.

Perhaps the rock embraces brown

Because color is dangerously unique

Creating complicated constructs

Turning sunny beach days

Into introspective fog

Lake Superior waves wash over rocks

Until they show their true colors.



LISTENING, LAKE AND LAND



Hermit crabs

Upsizing. 

Wooden bones

Sunning

Reinventing

Beach Bones

Waves

Chasing Footprints

Skeleton people

Kissing Sky





Return Smile

Smile into the clear eyes of the lake

And wonder if it will smile back,

Perhaps it has forgotten people scowls

Piled shipwrecks, pollution, ownership agendas.

Perhaps it remembers  evergreen eyebrows,

Loon hymns, soothing wave sighs, thunderstorm tantrums, rocking 

waves.

Perhaps it smiles with pleasure at native canoes stroking its face

Resolute ships, respectful mariners

A delighted kayaker’s smile.



Lakes, rivers, canals,

Connecting words and 
waters

Covering argument 
boundaries,

The ocean immense,

Mingling inland,

One mighty sea,

Together. 

St. Lawrence Sea


